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Face The Fiction Presents

Sandy Schlosser, Jersey Devil Hunters Group
Lutheran Church of the Redeemer
55 Wyckoff Avenue
Ramsey, NJ 07446
201-327-0148
This year’s holiday dinner/Face the Fiction will prove to be another
outstanding event. Join us at 6:30 pm for food, fun and a wonderful
presentation (and a first!). Our panel will have Sandy Schlosser and the
Jersey Devil Hunters Group. We’ll begin with dinner and the presentation
will follow. We’ll finish the evening with dessert, coffee and merriment.
Please join us for this wonderful holiday tradition.
Event Name: Face The Fiction
Guest Speaker: Sandy Schlosser (http://www.americanfolklore.net/)
The Jersey Devil Hunters Group (http://www.njdevilhunters.com/)
The SFSNNJ proudly announces our guest speakers for December 2008 Face The Fiction: Sandy Schlosser &
The Jersey Devil Hunters Group. Face The Fiction is the SFSNNJ's monthly general meeting, which occurs on
the second Saturday of each month.

S. E. Schlosser has been telling stories since she was a child, when games of "let's pretend" quickly
built themselves into full-length stories. A graduate of the Institute of Children's Literature and Rutgers
University, she also created and maintains the Web site AmericanFolklore.net, where she shares a
wealth of stories from all fifty states.

About the Devil Hunters
The Devil Hunters are a research organization dedicated to discovering the truth about the Jersey
Devil and its legend. Our membership is divided into two types - regular and associate. Regular
members conduct research in every way possible, which includes our outdoor excursions (aka
"Hunts"). Associate members are our online network of researchers, assisting from all over the world.
Our organization was formed in 1999, after founder and president Laura K. Leuter met co-founders
Mike McLeer and Shawn Vogel (both now retired). The first expedition into the woods took place in
May of 1999. Since the group's birth, the teams have grown and the research fields have broadened.
The group has earned some national recognition by being featured in several documentaries, such as
TLC's "Monster Hunters" and Fox Family Channel's premiere week of "Scariest Places on Earth".
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Directions:
The Lutheran Church of the Redeemer
55 Wyckoff Avenue
Ramsey, NJ 07446
201-327-0148
www.redeemerramsey.org
There is ample parking in the rear of the church. The church is located across the street from the
Ramsey Library. It is off of Franklin Tpke. From Franklin Tpke, turn onto East Main Street. Follow E.
Main Street all the way through the town. Cross the train tracks (right after the restaurant Brady’s At The
Station) and continue. E. Main Street is now called Wyckoff Avenue. Go around the bend and to your left
is the church. There is no parking in front – go to the corner, make a right and park in the rear of the
church. Walk toward the arched breezeway and go in the doors on your right.
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What’s Inside…
??

November Meeting Recaps – 5 -13

??

Tragically Hip Theater – 13 - 14

??

Peter Gutierrez: – 15 – 16. Only available in the newsletter! This month we continue The Cruel Mirror: When
Horror Movies Are “Based on True Events” with The Possessed. Next month completes the serial with The
Madman.

??

Peter Gutiérrez

Over the past fifteen years, Peter's work in horror and other genres, in the form of short fiction, poetry, criticism, and comics,
has appeared in numerous anthologies and periodicals. Current publications:Dark Territories Read by Dawn Volume 3
Diamond BookShelf Withersin UnderGround Online (UGO)
??

Movie Reviews: 17 (Chris Hasselkus – The Dutchess)

??

Aubrey’s Second Hand Review: 17 - 18

??

Aubrey’s Trailer Trash: 18 - 19

??

Aubrey’s It Came From the Queue! 19 - 20

??

Upcoming Conventions: 21 Arisia, Lunacon, I-Con, NY ComicCon, AnimeNext
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November Meeting Recaps
That's Science Fiction! – Tuesday, November 4
Moderators: Chris Hasselkus & Aubrey Ward
Title: In Like Flint
Recap by: Aubrey Ward
Fortune cookie message for that day: He who uses shredded umbrella during monsoon gets really, really wet.
Lucky Lottery Numbers: 5, 7, 18, 2
The film for the evening was In Like Flint. In celebration of "Spies & Secret Agents" month we tagged along with the master
operative on a globe trotting adventure filled with excitement, intrigue, and a supporting cast of gorgeous beauties.
Honestly, I came in like a couple of minutes late so I missed like the very beginning. Then I set up my late refreshments in the
dark and once I was done I hunkered down in that sturdy Hillsdale chair. Oy, I keep forgetting to bring that cushion.
What was the point? Oh right, the movie. So we got Flint (James Coburn) who's like this suave and sophisticated secret agent
who knows all sorts of sciences, martial arts techniques. He's even fluent in "dolphinese" . He's got a far out pad and backup team
consisting of three beautiful women.
In this adventure, Flint's buddy and Z.O.W.I.E. Chief Cramden (Lee J. Cobb) is being set up by some unknown cretins. Flint
believes the culprit is someone on the inside so he takes it upon himself to get to the bottom of these shenanigans.
Oh, and Z.O.W.I.E. stands for Zonal Organization for World Intelligence and Espionage... ....what kind of warped and
diseased mind comes up with this stuff?
What he discovers is a diabolical plot that could alter the welfare of every human being on the planet! Or more accurately, one
significant half of the human populace.
So "Flint" is supposed to be like a parody of the 007 flicks. You got the trippy music, the scantily clad women, the assortment of
wacky gadgets, and the group of overly ambitious villains with egos the size of Texas. The "Shag-O-Meter" reached about a 5
with the half naked girls and Flint doing a whole lotta mouth to mouth rejuvenations along the way.
I think the majority enjoyed the movie. Seemed Gene was especially excited during a scene where a mob of bikinied beauties, led
by Flint, infiltrate a military base. I think one of his comments was "My God! It's full of hooters!". Then again it might've been
"Homina, Homina, Homina!". Can another attendee fact check that, please? Thanks.
Line Most Likely To Become A T-Shirt Slogan: Operation Smooch
Then we went to the ol' Seville diner to talk about "Flint". Chris, Mike, and Todd waxed filmography about the careers of James
Coburn (dude loved him some westerns) and Lee J. Cobb (remembered most for being one of the Twelve Angry Men). We
agreed that Flint would have been more efficient by simply opening the cryochamber doors instead of smashing them in. All Flint
cared about was flinging his sonic doohickey out. Color him selfish, fer sure.
Other topics included The Secret Life of Bees (I saw the movie while Miss Liz read the original novel) and chick flicks in general
and my big Tragically Hip Theater premiere (ha HAH!). Then I brought up The Other Boleyn Girl and it was inevitable that talk of
Natalie Portman would lead us back to Star Wars.
Chris also threatened to throw me down a well and make me rub lotion on my skin for a week if I didn't attend the next Big Screen
Classics at the Lafayette Theater. So if I go missing y'all know where to check first ('ello, Clarice).
So what's on the slab for next month? Um, if you ever fantasized about what the love child of Ebenezer Scrooge and Erica
Kane would look like then see the dream become reality in the Xmas classic Ebbie (I did not pick this so if it blows don't aim the
tomatoes at me).

Happy Espionaging Everybody!

Face the Fiction – Saturday, November 8
Moderator: Steve Spinosa
Guest: Lisa Desimni
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Recap by: Josephine, Steve Spinosa
At our last edition of Face The Fiction, the SFSNNJ met at the Ramsey Borders (at the store manager's request) for Whispers
From Beyond and Face The Fiction. Our guest speaker, in our attempt to keep things interesting and ever changing, was
artist, illustrator, and author Lisa Desimini. Lisa is the artist responsible for those amazing covers on Charlaine Harris' Southern
Vampire books -- among many other covers. Visit her website at www.lisadesmini. com.
For me, my night started at the Mahwah train station where I picked up our guest. In the approximately 3 minute drive from there
to the store, Lisa and I talked about her very intriguing style as an artist. We discovered we were both huge fans of Ms Harris'
Sookie books and I also found out Lisa knows, SFSNNJ friend and former guest, (twice if you count that she was on a panel in
October 2007 and then came back for Suspense Central to discuss her book Hell's Belles with us), author Jackie Kessler. When
we got to the store, Lisa had about 20 minutes or so to decompress from her train ride and get settled in to talk to us about her
work with Charlaine Harris, Cynthia Rylant, Arnold Adoff, J. Patrick Lewis and many others.
I commented in the car how her art often looks like collages made out of felt, cut up paper, all kids of things and seemed to have a
3 dimensional quality to it. Lisa described her process of scanning all kinds of things, paper, fabric, her own hair, etc into the
computer for use in her artwork. She then uses a Wacom tablet to create her art on the computer. She also loves painting with oil
paints, something she and Mike P (a fellow graduate of the School of Visual Arts) agree on!
As Steve mentioned in his recap, Lisa told us about how she became the artist she is today. You will see a little bit of that in the
YouTube video as soon as I download it from my camera!
I special ordered a children's book written and illustrated by Lisa, which she very obligingly read to us, called Trick Or Treat, Smell
My Feet!
After we exhausted her with our questions, we gave her suggestions for books to read, AND she signed book covers for us (she
also signed my copy of Trick Or Treat, Smell My Feet! for me), we disbanded so I could take her to the train. Unfortunately, we
were enjoying our conversation in the car so much that by the time Lisa got up to the platform, the train was already pulling away!
Not a problem since I had planned to take her back into NYC since I didn't know how the train schedule ran on Saturday nights
from Ramsey.
Please note next month's Face The Fiction is also our 3rd Annual Holiday Party with the Paranormal Panel (as Steve noted), but
our location has been moved to The Lutheran Church of the Redeemer in Ramsey, NJ. Tell all your friends! (Jo)
Whispers From Beyond opened with yours truly Steve Spinosa reading a chapter from the late Michael Crichton's environmental
thriller State of Fear, followed by Kate Landis reading Fritz Lieber's short story The Girl with The Hungry Eyes (which was made
into a Night Gallery episode in 1972). We took a five-minute break, and then I introduced Lisa Desimini to the group, who enjoyed
speaking to us about her work.
Reading and Drawing have both been her lifelong passions since childhood. She went to the same school of arts as OUR Mike
Piazza (3 years behind him) then began shopping her portfolio of drawings to various publishers (some said she should do
magazines, and some said she should do book covers, but SHE wanted to do both). Her artwork was first published in the New
Yorker, and then she eventually moved on to book covers. She has enjoyed reading the Sookie Stackhouse vampire
series, and said she was looking for more series to read, because they're so addictive... lol. Immediately group members
responded with enough reading suggestions to set her up thru 2009!
She explained that she does most of her artwork on the computer, creating backgrounds & scanning in images, then sending the
works as JPG images via email. Publishers also email her titles of books that her work would be perfect for, and then she asks for
the manuscripts via email. She says that the best thing about her profession is that she can stay in her pajamas all day, either
reading the manuscripts in bed or creating the covers on the computer. And since her husband is also a free-lance artist, he
understands when she needs to be alone to do her work. Plenty of questions were asked and we wrapped up by about 9:30 giving
her plenty of time to sign books for folks before taking the train home.
The evening continued at the Stateline Diner for most of our group.
Suspense Central – Monday, November 10
Moderator: Aurelia Long
Title: Crossover: A Cassandra Kresnov Novel
Recap by: Todd Ehrenfels
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Secret agents and super spies are the topic of the month of November, and Suspense Central got right into the swing of things
with the first Cassandra Kresnov novel, Crossover. It was a stellar event last night as the group discussed the ins and outs of
interstellar intrigue with this modern techno-thriller. While I will admit that not all of my recommendations have been particularly
well received (see the reviews for Vellum and Ink), it seemed that Crossover was well liked by all.
The evening started out with myself and my good buddy Gene grabbing a bite to eat. We sat, we chatted, we had fun, and we
enjoyed our food and drinks. Surprisingly it was fairly busy, and we kept ourselves occupied with chat and gossip while we
enjoyed our yummy comestibles. Interested in knowing what we chatted about? Well, meet us for dinner before Drawing a Crowd
and maybe, just maybe, we'll tell you, lol. Anyway, when we saw Agent Aurelia enter the establishment and flash the code sign,
we knew it was time to mosey into the secret chamber to begin the discussion.
Once we got past all of the strange security devices, which were arrayed around the entrance (and would likely have vaporized us
had we not known the proper pass keys), we put on our masks and sat at the table with the rest of the agents of that nefarious
secret agency, the SFSNNJ. Thankfully, after all of the anti-bugging devices were deactivated by Gene and myself, and the last
few enemy agents were done playing air hockey, we finally got down to discussing the topic of this event: Stealing nuclear
warheads from Britain... wait, no that was the plot from Thunderball. .. we got down to discussing the book!
The reaction of those present to the book was amazing. Agent #0009, a.k.a. Chris 'Movie Masher' Hasselkus, said that he had but
one word to describe the worthy novel: Compelling! The hard-bitten Agent said that he really enjoyed the inter-personal reactions
of the characters (especially the conversations between Vanessa and Sandy of which he read a few choice selections), and the
discussions of politics and philosophy were very interesting (engrossing was the word that was used, if memory serves). William
'Billybooks' Wagner felt grossed out, himself, during a discussion of the early abduction and filleting of General Issue artificial
human Cassandra Kresnov, causing those present to tease him unmercifully. Friendly neighborhood super-agent Aubrey 'Mighty
One' Ward (who will be moderating this month's Drawing a Crowd as a guest Moderator, and who should be thanked in advance
for his hard work) brought up the great multi-ethnic feel of the book, and commented about how refreshing it was that only two or
three of the characters were Europeans (and one of those was an Android). Meanwhile, Liz 'The Professor' Belisle used her
carefully honed Ninja skills to sneak a giant hotdog with sauerkraut and mustard into the group, where she disarmed the lethal
wurst while discussing the great plot points and cool concepts of League bio-tech. Eugene 'The Fixer' McGrath asked a lot of
great questions about how Cassandra Kresnov compared to another famous android, R. Daneel Olivaw. Though he arrived late,
Barry 'The Watcher' Weinberger exercised his keenly developed observational skills to summarize the entire book with a
sentence. Unbeknownst to the others, Todd 'Number 3' Ehrenfels was reading through one of his favorite scenes from the book,
where several judges interrogate Cassandra. Number 5 simply requested more input... Through it all, Head Agent Aurelia Long
kept us moving forward and on topic (we started at 7:50 and ended at 9:55 and still had more to talk about), deftly explaining the
ins and outs of the books while fending off enemy agents, all without the use of a super-fast motorcycle or a hovercar!
All in all, the group seemed to unanimously feel that this was a good choice, and many of us are looking forward to Modern
Masters, where we will discuss Breakaway (the sequel to Crossover). If this chat was any indication, the gang is going to have a
blast chatting up Breakaway.
In other news, next month we welcome author E.J. Rand for Suspense Central as we discuss his award winning first book Say
Goodbye, from publisher Deadly Ink Press. Having read this one, I am looking forward to having an event more fun time with this
one!
Oh, and one last spy-related thing - advertising for the movie Get Smart! on DVD indicates 62% more laughs. 62% of 0 is still 0.

Drawing A Crowd – Wednesday, November 12
Moderators: Brian O'Dell & Abdul Makrinam
Topic: Secret/Super Agents
Recap by: Aubrey Ward
TOP SECRET FILE #159826785411588236 5599877415587226 -B
Official Transcript of Super Secret Drawing A Crowd Meeting and Bingo Social On 11/12/08.
Attendee List: Classified. (List can be declassified for a small fee of $19.95. Order now and get a free Shamwow towel!)
Greetings spies & saboteurs and welcome to the recap of the 11/12/08 Drawing A Crowd meeting! (insert applause and whooping
coughs)
The topic for the evening was the theme of the month, which if you don't know by now is Spies & Secret Agents. The evening
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was moderated by special guest star...Moi. Yours Truly. The Divo Supremo. Would the sophisticated scribe, snazzy fashionisto,
and cultured caterer be able to steer a full-blown discussion?
Oh enough suspense. Let's see the verdict.
There was a bunch of stuff that happened before the meeting. Really mind-blowing, emotionally stirring, timeless incidents that
have forever changed my perception of reality and questioned the meaning of my earthly existence.
But it's way too much to type in this little ditty so I'll just focus on what went down in the backroom, 'kay!
The meeting started with me, Gene, and Mike P. Rob was at the register. So the three amigos started dishing on some of
comicdoms greatest secret agent men, women and robots.
First up was Black Widow aka Natasha Romanoff aka Natalia Romanova. At a young age, Natasha was put in a special training
program run by the Russian military. Natasha along with other girls her age were taught all the finer points of espionage, combat
and the importance of skin tight clothing (Related Link: Dark Angel starring Jessica Alba). Natasha became the Black Widow and
carried out all sorts of secret missions.
Later she would come States-side and hook up with big shots like Nick Fury, Daredevil and the Avengers. Natasha is a martial
artist; weapons master, and utilize special wrist cuffs that can fire energy blasts called "widows bite". It is also said that her body
hugging uniform has mini-suction cups on it that allow her to adhere to most surfaces. Gene was especially mesmerized by that
factoid. Why? I don't know...actually I think I do know but now that I might know I truly wish I didn't know.... ya know?
By this time Barry entered the room with Todd in tow. Wolverine was the next subject up for discussion. Our Man Logan is a
mutant that has an incredible healing factor, hyperkeen senses (smell, hearing, B.O.), and three retractable claws on each hand.
Project Weapon X coated Wolvie's skeleton with the nigh indestructible metal called adamantium and wiped out his memory so
they could use Logan as their #1 assassin dude.
Gene wondered how they got the metal on Logan's bones. Todd theorized that the Project X scientists grafted the metal to his
skeleton kinda like how they do for bone marrow transplants and the like. I of course took the layman's approach suggesting they
just shoved a hose up one of his orifices and poured the stuff in and then the metal just kinda got mixed up in there like instant
mashed potater flakes. While Todd's idea is more medically sound my notion comes with butter.
Eventually, Logan would get hooked up with teams like Alpha Flight, X-Men, and Avengers to fight the forces of evil. Despite his
sinister reprogramming Logan has proven himself to be a man of honor, loyalty and the occasional berserker rage. Along with
Logan's fortified skeleton and natural mutant abilities he is also a kung fu expert, genuine samurai, and a walking encyclopedia of
world history thanks to his stunted aging (healing factor). He really has done it all (except me but there's plenty of time for that).
Nick Fury is the ultimate secret agent in the Marvel Universe. Head of S.H.I.E.L.D., master of all sorts of martial arts, can shoot
the mustache off grandma without leaving a mark, and utilizes all kinds of top-secret tech that would even make Doctor Doom
greener with envy. Fury fought in WWII and led a specialized team called the Howling Commandos during that period. He started
S.H.I.E.L.D. and it quickly grew into the international guardian organization that works both independently and jointly with other
superhero groups to keep Earth safe. Like Wolverine, Fury's skills have been honed over many years. Unlike Wolverine, Fury
does not have a natural healing factor to keep his clock ticking but rather an Infinity Formula he consumes annually to slow his
aging (kinda like a Viagra that revitalizes more than one part of the body, I guess).
In Marvel's Ultimate series, Nick Fury is African American. Barry shared how Mark Millar (one of the creators of the
Ultimate Universe) based the reimagined Fury on the actor Samuel L. Jackson. When Millar asked Jackson for permission
Jackson enthusiastically gave the thumbs up. Life imitated art-imitating life when Jackson filmed a bonus cameo for the "Iron Man"
film portraying the Ultimate Nick Fury. I'm sure that scene will end up on some year-end lists as one of the most geektastic
moments of 2008.
It seemed that a lot of the secret agent characters had fought or had connections to WWII. Characters like Fury, Captain America
and Sgt. Rock (thanks, Barry) fought the mean ol' Nazis and inspired hope in the hearts of American readers nationwide
(and fanned the flames of contempt against people of German and Asian descent

).

Oh gosh so many characters, so little attention spans. I'm gonna try and wrap this up so take this time to chug some ultra
caffeinated beverages and check your email for Victoria's Secret spam-mail offers....
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Welcome back!
Nothing like a stroll through the rain and the muck to reenergize my tapping fingertips. I also figured I would just list the other
spies/agents mentioned in the discussion and then you can become the agent by investigating these characters on your own time.
Not only is the internet a fantastic source for free porn you can also do a lot of in depth research on non-pornographic subjects
like comic book characters. Grab a board and ride the wave of the future, y'all:
Shang Chi (I say "chee", Barry says "chy", Rob says "Let's do the Time Warp again!") is Marvel's Master of Kung Fu and uses his
fists of fury to fight evil instead of following in the villainous footsteps of his father, Fu Manchu. Best read while listening to Carl
Douglas' song "Kung Fu Fighting" or so I'm told.
Atomic Robo is a robot spy that goes on the missions mere mortals can't handle...such as 20 ft. ants. The Red 5 Comics
series is highly recommended by Rob & Todd (however, if you're dissatisfied with the comic they'll buy you a pony).
Kana is a super spy from Hong Kong. She is featured in another Red 5 series called "Afterburn".
Winter is a rebel agent from the Star Wars expanded universe. A childhood friend of Leia with a special talent: a holographic
memory. This makes her an ideal agent or "targeter" and she helps the Rebel Alliance in their fight against the dastardly Empire.
Diabolik is a character featured in Italian comic books. Actually he's not a secret agent but rather a master thief. However, he
does employ some spy staples including a trippy lair, clever gadgets, skintight unitards, and a centerfold worthy partner (Eva).
Turned out I wasn't the only one familiar with this character. Todd not only saw the same 1962 film but his uncle had some of
issues from the original comic book series. From Todd's recollection (fire up the way, way back machine) Diabolik was not played
by one man. The thief would train an understudy in case he perished so Diabolik would always live to fight another day.
Golgo 13 is a manga (Japanese comic) covering the adventures of an assassin for hire. Barry mentioned this popular manga and
anime character. Though technically not a secret agent we agreed that his methods were stealthy enough to allow him entrance to
the Spy Ball.
Honorable Mentions (because I'm too tired to go into anymore detail): The Secret Six, S.H.I.E.L.D. , HYDRA, The Brave & The
Bold, Wullf Yularen, Suicide Squad, Invaders / All Winners Squad, Yellow Claw, League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, John SableFreelance, Queen & Country, Spy Boy by Peter David
I threw down a topic point about whether secret agents are still relevant in our current society. Resident history buff Todd shared a
very detailed response. Unfortunately I couldn't write it down fast enough so the layman's version is that back in the day agents
had more to do during WWII and the Cold War and stuff like that. But now with organizations like the CIA and NSA shackled
by additional restrictions and a greater emphasis on international negotiations spies are kinda out of style at the moment. But with
terrorist groups still a threat to everybody spies and secret agents are not useless.
At least, that's how I computed it. Todd will edit where applicable, I'm sure.
The final question I asked of the attendees was pretty basic yet fun. I asked which secret agent character he would want to be:
Aubrey / Mystique - While the comic book version is cool the movie incarnation is way more fierce. I would also have the
advantage of morphing into any spy or agent I want. ha HAH!
Rob / Gary Seven - I have no idea who the heck Gary Seven is but I'm sure he's cool enough to have a Wiki file somewhere.
Gene / Boba Fett - The baddest Bounty Hunter this side of the galaxy. Even a Sarlaac couldn't keep this fighter down (though it
tried really, really hard).
Barry / Secret Squirrel - Um, a squirrel that's a spy.... I guess. Ahhh, the Barryverse is an unusually fascinating place...and has
really cheap fares during the winter season.
Mike / James Bond - Fitted tuxedos, Aston Martins, exotic locales, exotic-er beauties, a catchy theme song. A classic and sturdy
pick, I'd say.
Todd / Robert McCall - Remember that TV show "The Equalizer"? Well, the main character was Robert McCall. Um, since I really
don't remember "The Equalizer" all that well I can't really say much about Mr. McCall... but I bet Google can!
Oh thank my stars and garters I'm done. "phew", What a mindbirth (who wants to cut the cord?). In closing, I would like to thank
those who showed up. It woulda been a really short discussion talking to a room of chairs (not that the opinions of chairs aren't
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important). And as always, thanks to Rob for letting us use his store, his latrine and giving us a whole new perspective on the
recording artist known as Vitamin C. I'll never think of "Graduation" quite the same way ever again. EVER!
Next Issue:
Well, it’s the end of the year for DAC. We're actually gonna have two topics!!
Topic A: Comics That Changed My Life will give the attendees a time to share about the comics that effected them on an
emotional level. The books that made ya laugh, made ya cry, made ya wanna propose to your wife in a Spider-Man outfit. This will
be a chance to reflect on those comics near and dear to our hearts.
Topic B: Son of Santa & Friends will be a loosey goosey talk about holiday themed comics. Christmas, Hannukah and Kwanzaa in
the pages of Marvel, DC, Wildstorm, Image and other comic book entities.

Tripping The Write Fantastic - Tuesday, November 18
Moderator: Todd Ehrenfels
Author: Ian Fleming
Recommended Title: Casino Royale
Recap by: Todd Ehrenfels
It was a packed Borders Cafe on Tuesday night for November's featured author: Ian Fleming, and there was no surprise as to
why! The answer? Why, Chitty-Chitty Bang-Bang of course. Seriously, though, the members of the SFSNNJ met to discuss
everyone's favorite super-spy: Bond, James Bond.
The evening started off with the moderator reading out the biography of Ian Fleming with the able assistant of our own 'Spinman'
Steve Spinosa. Steve had brought with him The Bond Bedside Companion, and this proved to be a great aide in ensuring the
facts of the discussion. After learning of Fleming's failure of the Civil Servants' Exam and a number of other fun factoids, we
proceeded to the meat of the discussion: Those exciting books!
We spent the most time on Casino Royale, the recommended reading for the evening, and discussed the book at length. Many
comparisons were made betwixt the film(s) and the book, and several posited that the recent Daniel Craig film was closest in spirit
to the original text (with several scenes and plotlines in the book replicated in the film). Jokes on Bond's epicurean tastes, and
demands for translation of the dinner menu at Royale-les-Eaux occupied us, and we went on to discuss a few other offerings by
Fleming.
The group meandered back and forth between books and films, with several wondering why certain films did well, and why some
films had naught to do with the plots of the books. We also discussed which ones were close to the original material (Dr. No, From
Russia With Love, Goldfinger, Thunderball, On Her Majesty's Secret Service) and why they were better films than most of the
others. We also discussed the films' introduction of gadgetry and nifty eye-catching tech, which the books did not use. Fleming's
(and Bond's) misogyny was also discussed at some length, and the story of A Quantum of Solace, which was Fleming's way of
explaining why his marriage was so tumultuous, was also brought up.
All in all it was a grand old time and included great sequences of Josephine wondering why Moonraker was so far from the plot of
the book, Ann Marie reminiscing about the poor kids being captured by the villain in Chitty-Chitty Bang-Bang, Aurelia emphasizing
that while the stories are fun Bond needs to learn how to treat the ladies, Gene singing songs from Misery on Broadway, Mike
Piazza waxing eloquent on Roger Moore in Live and Let Die and A View to a Kill, Chris explaining the differences between the
performances of various Bonds, and Barry obsessing of the knotted and tarred rope.
Films to Come – Wednesday, November 19
Moderator: Barry Weinberger
Recap by: Ann-Marie
Intrepid and Extremely Patient Moderator Barry opened the November Films to Come with reading selected items from The
Years Best Fantasy & Horror 2008. Below are just a few of the movies mentioned, for the full effect - get out to the meeting.
First up - feature films. Among the movies listed: Fido, Teeth, Grindhouse, The Host, 30 Days of Night, Resident Evil and 1408
(listed as a good ghost story).
Best Monster of the Year: Javier Bardem's Anton Chigurh/No Country For Old Men
Runner-up: Daniel Day-Lewis' Daniel Plainview character in There Will Be Blood
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Fantasy: Gaimen's Stardust and Beowulf, Golden Compass
SF: Sunshine (listed as a terrible piece of SF), Southland Tales, I Am Legend (all agreed the movie started off well then crashed
and burned), Transformers, Alien vs. Predator (Todd actually liked #2, he works too hard).
Animation: Persepolis, 300, Flushed Away, Ratatouille, Simpson Movie
Barry finished up The Years Best Fantasy & Horror 2008 and moved on to Entertainment Weekly's Holiday Movie Preview (which
overlaps the usual winter line-up). The cover had Daniel Craig, 007/Bond - many were waiting to discuss the most recent Bond
film, but, Barry said they'd have to wait. At this point Todd interjected that the Star Trek trailer is available online - this led to Todd
and Mark both wishing young James T. Kirk away - far away. Todd and Mark then had a difficult time trying to convince Gene that
Simon Pegg was indeed in the film but looked very different - very Hollywood. Poor Barry was patiently waiting to move on to the
movie recaps and ended the debate with "OK, he went through Star Fleet Basic Training, can we move on now!" Moved on we
did...
Onto one of several handouts Barry provided - 2008 Box Office (Top Grossing Films). Barry selected the top 19 and gave
'Moderator Commentary' for each of the films listed. The Dark Knight, Iron man, Hancock, Wall-E were among the movies on the
list (Barry posted the complete list for those interested). He gave his 'predictions" based on the top grossing films - "you'll see
more Sandler, Robert Downey Jr., Ferrel, Ben Stiller, and comic book adaptations. To support his 'prediction' of more comic book
movies, he provided a handout - 75 comics being made into films (Todd was furiously checking off the ones he couldn't wait
for).
A brief mention of the passing of Michael Crichton was made, as well as a discussion of his books and the movies made from his
books. Liz B wasn't aware he had passed away.
After many detours, sidetracks and patient waiting, Barry was finally able to get to his list of movies. He began by recapping
October films and asking attendees what they'd seen and what their opinion was of the film. Gene sees every movie made! Barry
posted the list if you'd like to view it (November & December were also posted). Barry painstakingly puts the lists together by
director, date, genre & Maltin Rating.
We got through October with many remarks, comments, opinions and funny asides. A few gems: Gene's "bony and hosed-down
Angelina Jolie", Barry's "poor Madonna" quip, Todd's What Just Happened being the follow up to The Happening, Bill's "I'm not
leaving, tell the ending." One day, Barry will snap.... it’s inevitable.
It was nearing closing time, so Barry stopped at October and jumped to Quantum of Solace at the request of several people
present. Gene felt the only thing it had going for it was action. Mark described it as, " It's a Jason Bourne action movie but
incoherent, too busy." Gene and Mark seemed to conquer, as did critics.
We ended the meeting and headed over to the diner to continue the night. Join us next month at Panera on December 17, 7pm
(we move out of the store - holiday madness). Grab food, take a seat and join the discussion. Please note the earlier start time
and location change.

Themes Of The Fantastic - Tuesday, November 25
Moderators: Bill Wagner & Steve Spinosa
Topic: Secret, Super, Undercover Agents

Recap by: Ann-Marie
Themes of the Fantastic met to discuss Spies, Super Agents, Secret Agents, Agents and whatever we felt like throwing in.
Moderator Bill Wagner tried to keep order, but a secret group of rebel agents kept interfering with his plans.
In all, the meeting was a lot of fun and produced a plethora of answers - which means I was writing - a lot.
I provided the first contribution with Shaman Bond, a "very secret agent." Shaman Bond is a character in Simon R. Green's The
Man With The Golden Torc and Daemons Are Forever. Green's fantasy series introduces Shaman Bond, aka Eddie Drood, scion
of the ancient Drood family, devoted to protecting humanity from the forces of darkness. Sort of. He's actually kind of the black
sheep of the family and mayhem ensues. Much parody and much fun. Both Todd and Chuck had read the books and
recommend the series.
I also tossed out James Bond Jr., an animated series that had a 17-year-old James Bond Jr. trained to follow in his uncle 007's
footsteps by enrolling at the prestigious Warfield Academy, a sort of finishing school for future secret agents. Boarding at the
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same institution were offspring of some of his uncle's cohorts, like I.Q. (son of gadget supplier Q) and surfer Gordo Leiter (son of
the CIA's Felix Leiter).
This had Jo adding Inspector Gadget and Kim Possible.
Todd interjected at this point with, "ooooooooh! A big thing with wings!" He was looking through a big box of gaming figures he
had ordered. He then redeemed himself by adding Johnny Quest to the animated mentions (character Race Bannon). Good
save Todd.
Bill brought things back with The Prisoner, Maxwell Smart, BSG's Xylons, The Man Who Never Was, Major Andre (real life spy
who hung - I added Mata Hari). Craig added The Saint (Simon Templar). *Bill asked people who their favorite 'Saint' was. While
the majority of attendees responded with Roger Moore, Barry answered with, "Nicholas, because he gives me stuff." You just try
to not laugh.
Todd finished looking through his box of goodies and hunkered down for some serious name-dropping. He added: Cassandra
Kresnov from the novels of the same name, Sten (super secret agent for an intergalactic agency in Allan Cole's Sten Series Sten, The Wolf Worlds, The Court Of A Thousand Suns, Fleet Of The Damned, Revenge Of The Damned, The Return Of The
Emperor, Vortex, Empire's End), Frank Compton from Night Train to Rigel by Timothy Zahn, Charles Stross' Bob Howard
character in Atrocity Archive described as Lovecraftian spy thriller involving a secret history of the 20th century with horror
elements, and Martin Springfield in Iron Sunrise also from Stross, Colonel Martineaux from Night of the Fox, Alias and Remo
Williams.
Todd also brought up how characters in North By Northwest paved the way for 'spy' as we know it today. This led to a listing of
Hitchcock films that fit the bill - 39 Steps, Notorious, Saboteur, Secret Agent, The Lady Vanishes.
Jo added Arnold Schwarzenegger's Douglas Quaid character in Total Recall. As this was based on the Philip K. Dick story We
Can Remember It Wholesale, Barry wondered what other Dick stories would fit. Imposter and Scanner Darkly made the cut.
Craig gave us: Buckaroo Bonzai (poor Craig was also punished for this answer - Todd told him he must now watch the movie),
Jason Bourne from the Bourne series.
Gene provided the Avengers, Man From U.N.C.L.E., Blunt Man and Team America.
Chuck gave us: Phantom Creeps with Bela Lugosi as Dr. Zorka, Thunder Agents (comics), Men In Black, Princess Leia and
Steve Austin the 6 Million Dollar Man.
After Six Million Dollar Man was brought up, Barry added the Bionic Woman.
Chris provided Boris & Natasha, James West from Wild, Wild West, Ice Station Zebra, a TV series I Led Three Lives (and
managed to insult Bill in the process - you had to be there), Spy vs. Spy, I Spy, Harry Palmer and Austin Powers.
Rob chimed in with The Professional and Kill Bill.
I brought up an anime series Code Geass: Lelouch of the Rebellion. The Holy Empire of Britannia overpowered Japanese forces
and conquered the country with their new robotic weapons, the Knightmare Frames. In the aftermath of Britannia's invasion,
Japan lost its freedom, its rights, and even its name, becoming Area 11 of the Britannian Empire. The Japanese people, renamed
as "Elevens", are forced to survive in poor neighborhoods, while Britannians live in first-class settlements. Rebel elements persist,
however, as pockets of Japanese organizations struggle against the Empire for the independence of Japan. Lelouch, acting as
an ordinary student, leads the rebellion by gathering information and spying.
Barry, not to be outdone, rejoindered with Battle of the Planets (aka Gatchaman). Five young people make up G-Force - Mark,
Jason, Princess, Keyop, and Tiny. They have superpowers and work for the government. They apparently also went about their
business in various bird costumes. hmmmmm.
Guiding much of the discussion and offering more than enough answers was Barry. His input ranged from the Japanese
animated series Battle of the Planets already mentioned to comics to movies. Barry's input: Le Femme Nikita, Invisible Agent
(starring Jon Hall), Agent for H.A.R.M (1966 film), Television Spy (1939) - his description of the movie made me think of Artists &
Models, the Stainless Steel Rat novels by Harry Harrison, Dr. Bashir from Deep Space 9, Section 31, The Unknown Soldier
character from comics (Unknown Soldier is a fictional war comics character in the DC Comics Universe. The character first
appeared in Our Army At War #168 (June 1966). The series originally takes place during World War II, and focuses on the
missions of a United States Intelligence Agent code-named "The Unknown Soldier," whose head and face are so severely
disfigured that he typically has it completely wrapped in heavy bandages. Despite this, he is a master of disguise who can assume
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the identity of almost any man using latex masks and make-up), What's Up, Tiger Lily? (Woody Allen's film debut, he took the
Japanese action film "International Secret Police: Key of Keys" and re-dubbed it, changing the plot to make it revolve around a
secret egg salad recipe), Bad Company (a Chris Rock movie from 2002), and the answer of the night - The Man Called
Flintstone (1966). In this feature-length film based on the "Flintstones" TV show, secret agent Rock Slag is injured during a
chase in Bedrock. Slag's chief decides to replace the injured Slag with Fred Flintstone, who just happens to look like him. The trip
takes Fred to Paris and Rome, which is good for Wilma, Barney, and Betty-but can Fred foil the mysterious Green Goose's evil
plan for a destructive missile without letting his wife and friends in on his secret? Ah ha!
Why is this the answer of the night you ask? Apparently the movie has a gruesome torture scene where poor Barney Rubble is
put on the rack, which caused untold amounts of childhood trauma to Barry - so much explained, so much.
Bill survived, I think. Did anyone see him leave? Answers abounded. Good topic, good fun. We take a break in December and
return in January (January 27, 2009 to be exact) for more fun and scintillating conversation.
Modern Masters - Friday, December 5 (moved back one week)
Moderator: Todd Ehrenfels
Title: Breakaway: A Cassandra Kresnov Novel
Recap by:
*this recap will be in the January newsletter.

Tragically Hip Theater – 11/1/08
It was the first THT to take place evah and honestly it wasn't the stellar bash that I fantasized about BUT it wasn't a total loss
either.
First the bad news: Not a lot of glitzy decorations. No time for a proper introduction. No need for the snazzy costume or trivia
game or lavish food buffet since only two guests showed, lol. For a first time out it was looking pretty shabby.
The good news: Learned some key pointers. Things that I really should know already but with my crazy life it's easy to forget
basics like sending reminders of the event, striving not to plan an event the same day as a more popular venue like Big Screen
Classics, getting to the church early, bribing people with the promise of free stuff. So I'm really looking foward to THT#2.
The recap: First we (Mike Piazza and I) started out with the 2008 film The Machine Girl. The cool thing about Netflix is that they
give suggestions related to past rentals. They brought this flick to my attention and I figured a girl in a school uniform bearing a
gun arm personified the perfect film.
And in my eyes, it did. This Japanese import tells the story of siblings Ami & Yu. Their parents both died in a terrible accident but
the rumor around town is that they were murderers or something so the kids have lived with that stigma ever since.
Little brother Yu and his friend, Takashi, get bullied by the local yakuza boys. Yu tries to keep this secret from his older sister but
eventually the two boys are murdered by the lil' gangsters and big sister Ami has no choice but to investigate. Ami finds her
brother's "death list" which conveniently has the names of the boys that bullied him and Takashi. Now Ami sets off a deadly quest
to attain vengeance from the yakuza that killed her brother. She encounters some deadly enemies but also finds some helpful
allies along the way.
I think I might I have reviewed this already in a "It Came From The Queue!" installment so if I'm repeating myself, well,.....que
sera, sera or whatever. "The Machine Girl" is a dark humored revenge movie that hints of "Kill Bill" but has the outrageous gore
evident in "Evil Dead" and "Dead Alive". Decapitations, dismemberment, impalement, nails driven into heads, faces blown clean
off, and a flying basket of doom. Screams Oscar nom, doesn't it?
While Mike & I took a moment to rest up and rinse off some of the red Karo syrup my buddy Kevin stopped in. Ooh, he was just in
time to do the Time Warp. I was soooo excited.
Yeah, I said it, THE Time Warp which could only mean that we had "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" all set for the second
feature of the day. A major bonus was that Kevin never saw Rocky Horror in its entirety. There's nothing like seeing a movie with
a virgin viewer.
Oh c'mon, I know I don't have to go over the plot of "Rocky Horror Picture Show". No flippin' way. Not to this crowd.
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Okay, just to be certain I covered all my bases: Two squares named Brad & Janet get stranded in the rain by a flat tire. They head
towards a light ("burning at the Frankenstein place!") shining from a creepy mansion. The innocent couple soon realize they just
arrived at the wrong house at the wrong time but too late! Those caught in Dr. Frank N Furter's web of terror and debauchery find
it very difficult to break free. And the adventure is set to a rockin' soundtrack that you'll be humming until you die!
Or until another song catches your attention.
Actually, I think all three of us were virgins during those 100 minutes because it was the first time we saw the uncut UK version.
Oooh!
Well, it wasn't anything all that earth shattering. The only difference I could find between the US and UK cuts was that UK
preserves the final number "Superheroes" . But at least I can say that I saw the most complete version of the Rocky Horror film
yet.
Kevin was amazed that a movie with so much kinky sexual content was widely released back in the mid 70s. I was like, compared
to other 70s hits like, say, "Deep Throat", Rocky Horror was practically Disneyland.
However, it had to be kind of groundbreaking at that time to have one of the major characters as a cross dresser, scenes of
homosexual encounters, and "dirty words" like transsexual and transvestite tossed around so casually.
Okay, the naughty stuff is fun but the real magic for me are the characters, the music, and the comic timing. Among my favorite
scenes are when Dr. Furter chases a shrieking Janet through the house and when Brad, Dr. Scott, and Dr, Furter discover Janet
and Rocky in the lab....naked! ! Whoo!
Oh right, and this was also the first time I saw Rocky Horror on a screen bigger than my tv set. Sure I could just go to one of those
midnight viewing parties but those people scare me. I mean, can you imagine moi being in the company of people who obsess
over movies so much that they have to dress up like...the.. .characters. ......I've developed quite a pitching arm by casting stones,
ha ha ha.
Mike and Kevin helped me return the Hillsdale Library Meeting Room back to normalcy. Kevin took the juice and I took the leftover
cake. Was this the greatest movie event in the history of movie events of all time? Nah, but even with just three people it was still
a fun and pleasant day. It also made it a lot easier to crack jokes at the screen. With no other patrons to annoy the sky was
the limit on side comments.
So when will the next Tragically Hip Theater happen? Who the fudge knows? And what will the next movie be? I have no friggin'
idea but rest assured it will be something from so far in the outfield you'll need to use the Hubble Telescope just to find a clue, tee
hee hee.
I know one thing: it will not be a double feature. Whoo, those Hillsdale theater chairs are murder on the hiney. Oy! And they really
like having that room chilled even in autumn. Brrr, maybe Mr. Freeze can be the host next time.
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Peter Gutierrez
The Cruel Mirror: When Horror Movies Are “Based on True Events” By Peter Gutiérrez
More than any other film genre, horror has a problematic relationship with the real. Sure, war movies are presumably
based upon real wars, but although their political motives are sometimes questioned, their carnage is rarely viewed
as in bad taste, let alone exploitative. Horror movies, on the other hand, cross some kind of moral threshold when
they become “based on true events”since horror, especially in its paranormal mode, can clearly exist and be effective
when completely divorced from reality. Yet when they venture away from fantasy, horror movies become both more
sobering and somehow more intriguing as a result. Think about it. Remove the “inspired by” tagline from films as
different as the fraudulent The Amityville Horror (1979, 2005) and the widely respected Henry: Portrait of a Serial
Killer (1986) and how does your gut reaction to them change? Are the films inherently as compelling? To feed
audience expectations by saying that what’s on the screen “actually happened” plays into the universally
voyeuristic— some would say cruel— aspects of the medium itself: the photographic realism that helps cinema mimic
life is heightened by claiming that the narrative itself is real. And on a kind of existential level, the moment we frame
screen horror as residing in the same world that we do, the psychological assault on the audience becomes more
pronounced: “This could really happen to you and yours because, check it out, it really happened to other folks just
like you.”
To gauge the upside of establishing such real-world bonafides, one need only recall the entire class of horror films
that try so hard to look reality-based even when they’re not. Obvious examples include The Blair Witch Project
(1999) and Cloverfield (2008) as well as, most interestingly, George Romero’s work, whether Diary of the Dead
(2007) or Night of the Living Dead (1968), with its similar docu-vibe. By way of comparison, how many gangster
sagas or rom-coms employ a vérité approach to evoke heightened first-person experiences?
However, for all its generic potency, in terms of horror’s cultural position, referencing real events is usually a losing
proposition. While readers and creators of horror literature rarely get charges of sadism leveled at them by the
mainstream, their counterparts in film frequently do, largely because non-fans equate screen violence with real-world
violence. But when the film in question is purportedly reflecting something historical, the commonsense defense of
“Hey, it’s not real, it’s just a movie” becomes greatly diluted. To put it bluntly, it’s hard to cheer on the body count
when you know it’s a surrogate measure for corpses that did hit the floor at one point. Still, movies like the execrable
Copycat (1995), with its brief but glib quoting of real-life tragedies, offend me far more than the graphic yet seriousminded approach of something like Jim Van Bebber’s The Manson Family (2003).
So bearing such issues in mind, let’s examine a few horror archetypes, their real-life embodiments, and the varying
degrees of success that filmmakers have had translating them to the screen.
The
Archetype

What History Says

“Just the Facts, Ma’am”

Inspired By…

Distant Cousins

The
Possessed

German teen Anneliese
Michel first suffered
seizures in 1968 and, as
she went on to receive
extensive medical and
psychiatric treatment,
became increasingly
convinced that there was
a “spiritual”component to
her condition. An
exorcism was performed
in late 1975 to rid her
body of such noted
personages as Lucifer,
Cain, Judas, Nero and
Hitler. After her death in
1976, Michel’s autopsy
showed that she was a
victim of dehydration/
malnutrition that occurred
during the exorcism
process. Two priests and

Requiem (2006) is a film
from Germany that
closely follows Michel’s
sad story, although of
course some dramatic
license is taken… and her
name is changed to
“Michaela Klingler.” To
promote a sense of
historical realism, director
Hans Christian-Schmid
went for a quasidocumentary approach,
eschewing postproduction effects and
even scary music. The
film presents itself as a
drama of mental illness
above all else, clearly
offering up mundane
antecedents (such as an
overbearing mother) for

While also based on the
life of Anneliese Michel,
The Exorcism of Emily
Rose (2005) obviously
shifts the basics by
moving the setting to the
U.S. and changing the
names of the principals.
The film also seems to
focus as much on Jhorror-style subjective
sequences as it does on
the legal facts of the
case. Nonetheless, Emily
Rose ultimately stays true
to the thematic and
theological issues at
stake and, by doing so,
proves surprisingly
affecting.

Since The Exorcist
(1973) received its West
German release only
about a year before the
rites were performed on
Michel, could it have been
a factor in the decision to
do so— or at least helped
fuel the controversy that
came to surround the
case? It’s hard, or maybe
impossible, to say. What
is known is that Friedkin’s
film was itself based on
an actual 1949 incident
known to author William
Peter Blatty. (An incident
which, by the way, also
served as the basis
for Showtime’s 2000
movie The Possessed.)
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her parents were found
guilty of manslaughter but
given relatively light
sentences.

its protagonist’s ordeal.
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Film Reviews
The Dutchess by Chris Hasselkus
I just saw The Duchess at the Cedar Lane in Teaneck. I remember anticipating seeing the film Atonement last year
and being somewhat disappointed. It was getting rave reviews and simply wasn't a great film but rather a good one.
The Duchess is much more satisfying, perhaps because it is based on a true story. Both star Keira Knightley, who
was again good in Atonement but great in The Duchess. Also, I must add that Dominic Cooper, the love interest in
Mamma Mia!, was quite good in a supporting role. Ralph Fiennes was excellent as well. All in all, a fine film that the
Academy may honor, at least for costumes and the like, at Oscar time.
The Lafayette Theatre
The last couple of week’s attendance has picked up for Big Screen Classics. Last week was The Philadelphia Story
and this week was The 39 Steps. My brother was up to visit, and he had never seen that Hitchcock classic. Both films
hold up very well and were well received.

Second Hand Review by Aubrey Ward
Quantum of Solace
Well, this being Bond Appreciation Month and all I guess it would be a national tragedy if there wasn't a review of the
latest Bond flick. Quantum of Solace opened on 11/14/08 and is presently enjoying #1 status all over the globe. I've
always been in awe of how international the Bond franchise is. When a Bond movie is on the horizon everybody from
England to India is in anticipation to see the secret agent fighting bad guys in exotic locales.
Quantum of Solace continues from where Casino Royale left off. James Bond (Daniel Craig) takes the villain Mr.
White (Jesper Christensen) to a secret MI6 lair in Siena, Italy. During Mr. White's interrogation a Quantum agent
posing as MI6 reveals his hand and allows Mr. White to escape. M (Judi Dench) orders Bond to get on the case and
find some leads to the mysterious Quantum syndicate.
Along the way, James meets a woman named Camille (Olga Kurylenko). Both see Greene Planet CEO, Dominic
Greene (Mathieu Amalric), as the key to their respective vendettas. Bond hopes to get Intel on Quantum from the
suspect club member, Greene. Camille wants to use Greene to get closer to her true target, General Medrano
(Joaquin Cosio). But the other big question is why Mr. Greene is so interested in a barren plot of Bolivian desert?
Firstly, I hated the theme song. Jack White (The White Stripes) and Alicia Keyes are talented artists and all but
"Another Way to Die" will not be uploaded to my IPOD anytime soon. The arrangement was okay but the lyrics did
nothing for me. Heck, I couldn't really understand what they were saying half the song anyway.
Some have griped about the action sequences and there is some truth that the stunts are edited in a kind of choppy
fashion that makes it hard to follow every little movement. The stunts are impressive and memorable. Just don't be
surprised if you experience a few bouts of eyestrain during the viewing.
Um, the Bond Girls were great. Camille is my favorite kind of Bond Girl. She's a trained agent who can handle herself
and doesn't always need James to save her from every little thing. Thanks to a spray tan and a vocal coach the
Ukrainian Kurylenko makes for a believable woman of Bolivian & Russian descent. Gemma Arterton portrays the
other Bond Girl, Ms. Fields (Strawberry to those who know her best). Fields has a small yet pivotal role in the
Quantum adventure. I kept wondering if she was wearing anything under that trench coat in her introductory scene.
Or maybe the coat was her outfit? I dunno.
Judi Dench is back as M. The woman in charge. But instead of bookending the movie as usual (in other words, giving
Bond the mission at the beginning and then showing up at the end to congratulate the agent on a job well done) M is
very involved throughout the mission. She also has a bit of conflict. While M wants to trust that Bond will do what is
right for queen and country her superiors want Bond brought in and locked down. Some of the best scenes involve M
and Bond. On the exterior they're "boss" and "agent" but it's obvious in their rapport that while Bond might go off on
his own he definitely respects M and in turn she trusts him greatly.
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Daniel Craig...' sigh'. Alas, he only has like one shirtless scene but overall I think he did a great job. This time around
I think he was able to inject a little more humor into his Bond. Not the flamboyant entendres we're used to but subtle
and sophisticated enough to garner a chuckle without diminishing the realistic vibe the filmmakers were going for.
One memorable example of Bond's lightening up involves Fields & Bond's differing choices on hotels in La Paz,
Bolivia.
I thought Dominic Greene was a little boring. Nothing to do with Almaric's performance. I guess the filmmakers
wanted the main Quantum baddie to be more low key and ordinary than past Bond villains.
While I liked the story I must admit that I missed a lot in the first viewing. I swear I was paying so much attention I
burned a couple of small holes in the screen and I still missed certain plot points such as Camille's name. I walked
out of there raving about Kurylenko's character but then I realized that I couldn't recall the woman's name. And
neither could my fellow movie buddies. Upon a second viewing I realized that Greene mentions her name like three
times throughout the film but his accent makes her sound more like "Cammo" than "Camille".
The biggest robbery was the Quantum of Solace itself. I asked my friends after the movie what the Quantum was
because I didn't hear it mentioned in the movie. It was explained to me that Quantum was mentioned and that it was
the name of the secret bad guy group Bond and M were trying to find. Second viewing, I caught it but I feel like
something is amiss in the storytelling when details like that require a visit to Wikipedia to find. At least the vendetta
stories were easy to follow, ha ha ha.
My Grade: B+
Bogus Bond theme, exciting yet haphazardly edited action sequences, and some plot snags are a minor annoyance.
The picture, as a whole, is quite exciting, enjoyable, and entertaining. I mean, it's James Bond. Try as you might, you
will fall under his spell...just pray you don't fall in front of his gun.
Why do I have this urge to sing "Goldfinger" all of a sudden? Weird....

Trailer Trash by Aubrey Ward
Friday The 13th - Michael Bay and his team are going to try to reinvent the hockey mask with this remake of the
legendary horror franchise. If it's as good as Bay's "Texas Chainsaw" remake I am gonna be there with bells on...or
carrying a shiny machete. 2/13/09. www.fridaythe13thmo vie.com
Gran Torino - Clint Eastwood stars as a retired guy dealing with such pains of aging like his relatives trying to stick
him in a nursing home. But his rocking chair days are put on hold when gang violence literally drops on his front door.
The decorated veteran decides to defend his turf and his neighbors from the bad guys. Looks extremely intriguing
though I keep wanting to subtitle this "The Later Years of Dirty Harry". 1/16/09. www.thegrantorino. com
Valkyrie - Okay I'm not a history buff but what I did understand was that a group of high office Germans tries to
secretly oppose the Nazi regime. Later on, they hook up with the American forces and get Tom Cruise's character to
go undercover as a Nazi soldier. I'm thinking the plan is for him to get as close to Mr. Hitler as possible so he can rub
him out. A lot of controversy about this picture but it looks like its finally taking flight. While Tom Cruise's role is
suspect I am comforted that Bryan Singer is helming the flick. 12/26/08. www.valkyrie. unitedartists. com
Underworld: Rise of the Lycans - I swear I was so teary eyed when the trailer came on that I could barely make out
the characters. "Underworld 3" can be considered a prequel. In this upcoming installment we'll see some pivotal
events in Underworld's history take place such as the forbidden love affair between Lucien (werewolf/lycan) & Sonya
(vampire) and the start of the lycan/vampire war. The most recurring question I've been hearing is if Kate Beckinsale
will reprise her "Selene" role from Underworld 1 & 2. The answer is I highly doubt it. If Selene is featured in Part 3 it
will be as the young child that Viktor adopted after slaying her family. However, Bill Nighy, Michael Sheen, Shane
Brolly, and Kevin Grevioux are back to reprise their original roles. This is one movie that's making my blood simmer.
1/23/09. www.entertheunderwo rld.com
My Bloody Valentine 3-D - Some miners are killed in a tragic accident. Years later their ghosts are appearing in the
nearby town. I guess a few youngsters will take it upon themselves to find out why these miner specters are trying to
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stab them with pickaxes. The 3-D is tantalizing though I have a strong hunch a lot more effort went into the 3-D
effects than towards the script. 1/16/09. www.mybloodyvalenti nein3d.com
Bedtime Stories - Adam Sandler babysits his niece and nephew. Before bedtime he tells them stories with help from
the kids. Then the stuff from the stories starts coming true. For example, one of the stories involves gumballs raining
from the sky and the next day, sure enough, it starts raining gumballs. Looks.... entertaining in a family comedy sort
of way. 12/25/08. http://disney. go.com/disneypic tures/
Seven Pounds - Were you missing Will Smith? No worries because he'll be back before ya know it in this upcoming
movie. From the preview it seems Will is driven to help a select group of people. Why or how is not yet revealed. It
also appears Will lost a little over seven pounds for the role. Also stars Rosario Dawson, Woody Harrelson and
Michael Ealy. 12/19/08. www.sevenpounds. com

It Came From the Queue by Aubrey Ward
The Mother of Tears – DVD – 2008
Once upon there was a director named Dario Argento. Using his magical camera he created a large assortment of
scary movies. A few of the movies focused on the gloomy legend of The Three Mothers, a trio of with sisters who
used their powers to spread ickyness around the world. Suspiria was about Mater Suspiriorum (Mother of Sighs) and
Inferno introduced us to Mater Tenebrarum (Mother of Darkness). Now The Three Mothers Trilogy at long last is
complete featuring the last of the sisters Mater Lachrymarum (Mother of Tears) who also happens to be the most
powerful.
A grave is dug up and some old relics are found including an old cloak and a collection of urns. The artifacts are
turned over to the museum for study but the two staffers unwittingly release the power of the Mother of Tears. One of
the staffers is killed by demons while Sandy (Asia Argento) survives the attack. Sandy and her friend Michael (Adam
James) race against the clock to stop the Mother of Tears before she plunges the planet into an age of darkness and
despair.
Um… it’s been so long since I’ve seen Suspiria or Inferno so I can’t justly compare Mother of Tears to the past
films. On it’s own, Mother of Tears is okay. It honestly felt like Mr. Argento just wanted to close up the trilogy before
he died. A nice gesture to the fans and followers, yes, but it was hard not to notice the lack of luster that his older
films seemed to have.
Not a lot of Argento’s trademark gore or murder scenes. Mother of Tears is more dependent on the story for scares
rather than gross out visuals. Not a bad thing but the story talks about the end of the world and all Hades breaking
loose and a couple of dudes wrestling in the street didn’t much sell the idea of impending Armageddon. I also
would’ve liked more footage of the witch. She’s just this background character they show every once in awhile for
gratuitous nude scenes. Am I supposed to believe the bringer of chaos moonlights as a dirty mag model?
My Grade: C+ : Maybe when Mother of Tears is viewed right after Suspiria and Inferno it looks decent. But on it’s
own, Mother of Tears is a tepid horror flick that seems more of a death knell for the director’s skills rather than the
world.
Feast 2: Sloppy Seconds - DVD - 2008
Its movies like this that is helping to give “straight to DVD”a good name. Feast was about a group of people holed up
in a bar facing down a gang of bloodthirsty beasts. Feast 2: Sloppy Seconds picks up after those gory events with
the beasts rampaging around the town eating anything with a pulse.
The story opens with Harley Mom’s sister, Biker Queen (Diane Goldner), looking for her missing sibling. She and her
biker gang meet up with the surviving Bartender (Clu Gulager) from the first film and rough him up for information.
The Bartender confesses that Bozo (from the first film, played by Balthazar Getty) was the one responsible for Harley
Mom’s death. Biker Queen and gang head into town with Bartender in tow as guide/hostage to find Bozo and exact
their revenge.
The plan gets sidetracked when the gang is attacked by the beasts. Now the biker chicks along with a used car
salesman (Carl Anthony Payne Jr.), his cheating wife (Hanna Putnam), the guy the wife is cheating with (Tom
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Gulager), two midget wrestlers (Martin Klebba & Juan Longoria Garcia) and the midget wrestlers grandmother
(couldn’t find the actress’name) band together to find a way into the most secure building in the town: the jail.
Unfortunately, the jail is currently inaccessible because the meth junkie has the building under lock and key.
If you saw the first Feast then expect more outrageous gore and characters to appear in this dark humored
installment in the Feast saga. I laughed. I groaned. I am so buying this movie.
What else can I say about it? I mean the cast is a hoot. You got the two wrestlers who make for interesting
conversation. Biker Queen is soooo cold that she even sacrifices one of her biker brood to the beasts for survival.
Imagine taking refuge with your wife after finding out she’s been cheating on you and on top that you also have to
work alongside the guy who’s been with her. A totally twisted situation there.
The other part of the movie focuses on the stereotypical dumb blonde, Honey Pie (Jenny Wade). Somehow she
survived the first film so she could be in part II. How dumb is she? Well, she ends up hiding out in a local store. When
she wants out of the store she tries to break the glass with a bat, a crowbar, a 2x4. Guess she missed the sign that
said “Unbreakable Glass”. Now this is not a representative for all blonde headed peoples. Just the dumb ones. So the
smart blondes have nothing to worry about.
The autopsy scene...one of the best movie scenes I have ever witnessed in my entire life.
The beasts are just as grotesque as they were in Feast. Big maws full of big pointy teeth, large claws capable of
shredding their prey to bloody slices, enough strength to easily rend their catch in half, and… … … um… there’s
another distinct feature about the beasts that I dare not share here. Let’s just say it’s very easy to distinguish which
beasts are male and that’s all I’m saying on that, ha ha ha.
My Grade: A- : Funny, clever, schlocky, gory “horridy” at it’s best. Feast 2: Sloppy Seconds isn’t for everybody but
for crazy people like me it’s a work of art.
Hell Ride – 2008 (DVD)
The Victors and The Six-Six-Sixers are too rival biker gangs based somewhere in the deserts of Nevada or Arizona
or somewhere out west someplace. The movie starts out with the visions of a woman (Julia Jones) being tortured for
information. When the interrogators are done they slit her throat, douse her in gasoline and then light her up. Fast
forward to the present day where we learn the woman’s name was Cherokee Kisum. Before Cherokee died she
asked the leader of the Victors, Pistolero (Larry Bishop) to deliver a key to her child when he reached a certain age.
Along with The Gent (Michael Madsen) and Comanche (Eric Balfour) Pistolero goes to not only fulfill his promise to
Cherokee but also to avenge her death.
“Bikes, beer & booty” is the bikers code in Hell Ride and that’s pretty much what you get in this movie. Lots of pretty
women running around with their tops off. Lots of guys strutting in black leather in the hot summer sun. Lots of loud
and dusty bikes roaming the highways and byways. Plus, Dennis Hopper co-stars.
I thought Hell Ride was okay. It’s pretty much a Tarantino movie with Larry Bishop’s name on it. Or maybe I have
that wrong and that Tarantino cribbed his style from Bishop? I dunno but Hell Ride seemed like it was filmed
alongside Kill Bill. The way the plot leaped back and forth through time, the oddly named characters, some of the
characters going into long speeches about their personal philosophies. I’ve never seen any of Bishop’s films (see
Mad Dog Time on Wikipedia for more details) but I wonder just how much influence Tarantino had over the project.
The characters are, um… .interesting. Pistolero (Larry Bishop) is a walking, talking, life-sized piece of naugahyde who
leads the Victors with almost omniscient presence over his gang as well as the desert itself. Michael Madsen’s “Gent
” is straight up Tarantinoesque; a tough guy with a fondness for poetry and artistic expression. Comanche (Eric
Balfour) is the young gun. Not much else.
Dennis Hopper is refreshing as the old time biker who gets back on the hog to join the coming fray. Vinnie Jones is
on hand as the sadistic Six-Six-Sixer, Billy Wings, who has a mad on to tussle with Pistolero. David Carradine makes
an appearance as the Six-Six-Sixer grand master, The Deuce. Leonor Varela plays the crazy chick, Nada, who has a
major fixation on Pistolero and acts as the desert information broker or something like that.
My Grade: C+ - It’s a Tarantino styled biker vengeance movie. Yeah, that about sums it up.
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UPCOMING CONVENTIONS

The Lehigh Valley Comic Con, December 6, 2008
http://mysite.verizon.net/compsecman/id2.html

Arisia 2009
January 16-19, 2009
Hyatt Regency Cambridge, Cambridge, MA
http://2009.arisia.org/
Arisia is New England’s largest and most diverse Science Fiction and Fantasy Convention. This year's theme is The
Fabric of Science Fiction. Woven from many fibers — facts and theories, fairy tales and rumors, gossamer threads of
the mind’s fancy — Science Fiction and Fantasy warp the imagination by weaving intricate patterns that define who
and what we are. We welcome you to the newest fabrication.
It’s a little early, but there will also be Lunacon (3/20/2009) and I-Con in Stony Brook (4/3/2009), NY Comic Con
(February 6-8, 2009). AnimeNext: So, we bet you have been wondering what the dates are for AnimeNEXT 2009.
Well here you go. AnimeNEXT 2009 is going to begin on Friday, June 12, 2009 and continue until Sunday, June 14,
2009. AnimeNEXT 2009 is Moving! Your favorite New York and New Jersey area anime convention is moving to a
larger facility for the 2009 convention. We are moving to the bigger and better facilities at the Garden State Exhibit
Center and the DoubleTree Somerset Hotel in Somerset, New Jersey, less than one hour away from our former
facilities in Secaucus.
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